DIALING MEXICAN TELEPHONE NUMBERS BECAME SIMPLER A YEAR AGO.

A less complicated dialing process implemented in Mexico on August 3, 2019 to standardize Mexican phone numbers, made all of them 10 digits long.

Mexico will no longer need the prefix 1 before the area code.

Dialing to a landline in Mexico, will remain the same way as now.

Mexico will no longer need the prefix 1 before the area code.

GET READY!
¡YA MARCAMOS A DIEZ!

CALLING TO A NUMBER IN MEXICO CITY:

AREA CODE
5 5
LOCAL NUMBER
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

CALLING TO A NUMBER IN PLAYA DEL CARMEN:

AREA CODE
9 8 4
LOCAL NUMBER
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

SAY “BYE, BYE” TO TELEPHONE PREFIX CONFUSION!

If you are in Mexico... prefixes will be deleted and you will only need 10 DIGITS for...
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GET READY!
¡YA MARCA...